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Please place the attached emails in CORRESPONDENCE-Consumers & Representatives in docket 20200000-OT. 

Thank you, 

Cristina Slaton 
Executive Assistant to Commissioner Polmann 
PH: (850) 413-6018 
FX: (850) 413-6019 
cslaton@psc.state.fl.us 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Dear Commissioners, 

Michale Daly <mdaly@aug.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 4:05 AM 
Office of Chairman Clark; Office of Commissioner Graham; Office of Commissioner Polmann; 
Office of Commissioner Fay; Office of Commissioner Brown 
Net-Metering Works for Floridians 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 

Michale Daly 

Mr Michale Daly 
mdaly@aug.com 
110 Frye Place Road 
East Palatka, FL 32131 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jbhilt1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alex Hilt <jbhilt1@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 5:22 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J . Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Alex Hilt 
Sarasota, FL 34236 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

kkelleyh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Kelley 
<kkelleyh@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 11:22 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Kathleen Kelley 
7161 Sandpoint Dr Brooksville, FL 34601-5501 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sebsallot@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sebastian Sallot 
<sebsallot@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:20 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. · 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Sebastian Sallot 
Tampa, FL 33606 
sebsallot@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

sydneyhilt247@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sydney Hilt <sydneyhilt247 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12: 19 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Sydney Hilt 
Sarasota, FL 34243 
sydneyhilt24?@outlook.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gentry1955@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward White <gentry1955 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 5:18 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Edward White 
5225 Montserrat Dr Lakeland, FL 33812-4084 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mike_elliott@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Elliott 
<mike_elliott@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 11:18 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

Stabilizing the grid is important. WHat better way than to have many homes contributing to the grid vs. being a demand on 
the grid? Net metering and TOU are important pieces in having a grid that can handle the demands of the 2020's and 
beyond . Simply look at what Australia has done in conjunction with Tesla to see how they have greatly reduced cost, 
stabilized the energy demands on the grid, and are now able to provide a reliable, more affordable product to their 
customers. 
OH, and get rid of that gross receipts tax on the bill. I am not allowed to pass this tax on to others, neither should the 
utilities. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Elliott 
1334 Riverside Dr Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-2020 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

elibschtein@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erez Libschtein 
<elibschtein@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:20 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Erez Libschtein 
Boca Raton, FL 33433 
elibschtein@yahoo.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jenarupert4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jenifer Rupert <jenarupert4 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 11 :18 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Jenifer Rupert 
Oviedo, FL 32765 
jenarupert4@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

alliciabolen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Allicia Bolen 
<alliciabolen@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 5:19 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J . Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Allicia Bolen 
15454 NW 135th Ter Alachua, FL 32615-6597 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

JimWeber10@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Weber <JimWeber10 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 1 :02 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make Ol,Jr state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Jim Weber 
Fort Myers, FL 33919 
JimWeber1 O@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

kymckenna13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kylie McKenna <kymckenna13 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:52 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
. Kylie McKenna 

North Palm Beach, FL 33408 
kymckenna13@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

tjhscheer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jared Scheer 
<tjhscheer@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:51 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean , affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Jared Scheer 
Winter Garden, FL 34787 
tjhscheer@gmail.com 
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Hon Wan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

carlkaiserman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carl Kaiserman 
<carlkaiserman@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:20 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by·preserving net metering 
here in Florida. And I depend on cost reductions for my net metering . 

Sincerely, 
Carl Kaiserman , 
4515 S Highway A1A Melbourne Sch, FL 32951-3614 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

clatt2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ed cronin <clatt2@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 1 :09 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid . 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Ed cronin 
Winter Garden, FL 34 787 
clatt2@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rockygirlx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Caitlynn Dull 
<rockyg irlx@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:51 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean , affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Caitlynn Dull 
North Fort Myers, FL 33917 
rockygirlx@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mmeyers13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Meyers <mmeyers13 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:16 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Mark Meyers 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308 
mm eyers 13@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

shmigget@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christopher Dellario 
<shmigget@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:16 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Christopher Dellario 
Nottingham, NH 03290 
shmigget@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mcpmsp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Peterson 
<mcpmsp@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:17 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Mark Peterson 
Cape Coral, FL 33914 
mcpmsp@gmail.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jim@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Dolan <Jim@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:18 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State (and I vote) - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

I don't like form letters, but I'll let this one go. I live in Navarre (in between Pensacola and Fort Walton Beach) Please do 
not cave to the utilities on this. Net metering helps us in our neighborhoods. 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the ·current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
James Dolan 
Navarre, FL 32566 
Jim@AKJammer.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

nehling52@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Eh ling <nehling52 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 11 :21 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Nancy Ehling 
109 Greenwillow Ln St Augustine, FL 32086-2905 

1 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

lib224@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charles Hurd <lib224@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 9:22 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Charles Hurd 
Bradenton, FL 34209 
lib224@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gr8smileandmore@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kyle Songer 
<gr8smileandmore@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 5:22 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Kyle Songer 
Tampa, FL 33673 
gr8smileandmore@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

paradiseswim05@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lee Webber <paradiseswim05 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 1:14 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Lee Webber 
125 7th St Apt 3 Jupiter, FL 33458-5704 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jayjohnson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jay Johnson 
<jayjohnson@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 1 :07 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Please don't let power companies ruin Florida Solar Choice - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Jay Johnson 
Orlando, FL 32805 
jayjohnson@onmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

tvholic23@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Goldman <tvholic23 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 5:20 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th. in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Steven Goldman 
Hollywood, FL 33029 
tvholic23@yahoo.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mikerobertson83@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Robertson <mikerobertson83 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 11: 16 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Mike Robertson 
Land O Lakes, FL 34638 
mikerobertson83@gmail .com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

mskeck84@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heather Armbruster <mskeck84 
@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 1 :01 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. As a Floridian, we already pay an exorbitant amount for power. The credit we 
receive not only gives us a much needed break in utilities, it also helps to promote clean energy, such as solar power, and 
allows us to put energy back into the grid while producing less emissions. Taking this credit away will only benefit fossil 
fuel based companies and their greed for profit. It will also deter the growth of clean energy in our beautiful sunshine 
State. It is our responsibility to make sure that we lower our emissions and promote the development and use of clean, 
affordable energy. We strongly urge you to uphold current policies, such as net metering. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Heather Armbruster 
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563 
mskeck84@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

caitlin.nesbit@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Caitlin Rhea 
<caitlin.nesbit@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 5:22 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Caitlin Rhea 
10184 Sugar Creek Dr Pensacola, FL 32514-1686 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Johndishinger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of john dishinger 
<Joh nd ish inger@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 5:21 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. · 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
john dishinger 
Ocoee, FL 34761 
Johndishinger@hotmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

fdanwhite@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Floyd White 
<fdanwhite@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:17 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Floyd White 
Coral Springs, FL 33065 
fdanwhite@gmail .com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

judd.sheets@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judd Sheets 
<judd.sheets@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 9:21 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Preserve and extend net metering - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

Florida homeowners have spent many millions of dollars counting on the value of net metering. Of course, utilities find this 
inconvenient. 

As an electrical engineer, I can unequivocally state the advantages of local PV power generation are obvious. It is far 
more beneficial to the citizens and state of Florida than centralized power production, especially fossil fuel sourced power. 

Please extend and embrace net metering and other policies friendly to local, citizen sourced power. It is the future. 

Judd Sheets 
BSEE 1978, University of Florida 

Sincerely, 
Judd Sheets 
Saint Petersburg, FL 33710 
judd.sheets@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

scott.mc.sound@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Mclemore 
<scott.mc.sound@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 1 :00 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Scott Mclemore 
Winter Garden, FL 34787 
scott.mc.sound@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

patlswartz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pat Swartz 
<patlswartz@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:18 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Pat Swartz 
Bardstown, KY 40004 
patlswartz@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

emmaannej@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emily Lussier 
<emmaannej@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:46 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

If the change does occur this just proves that the energy commission is more concerned with lining pockets than the 
health of Floridians and the health of the environment. Our state should be leading the charge to encourage solar 
initiatives and yet here we are continually making sure big business gets money. 

Sincerely, 
Emily Lussier 
Merritt Island, FL 32952 
emmaannej@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ateaby@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Aimee Haasteaby 
<ateaby@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:51 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Aimee Haasteaby 
Groveland, CA 95321 
ateaby@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

frederic.berthiaume1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frederic Berthiaume 
<frederic.berthiaume1@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 1 :06 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Frederic Berthiaume 
Dunedin, FL 34698 
frederic.berthiaume1@gmail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

gsinkovich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gregory Sinkovich 
<gsinkovich@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 1 :04 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Gregory Sinkovich 
West Palm Beach, FL 33417 
gsinkovich@roadrunner.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

georgetheavguy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of George Smith 
<georgetheavguy@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 1: 12 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
George Smith 
North Palm Beach, FL 33408 
georgetheavguy@mail.com 

1 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

jimg.gorman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Gorman 
<jimg.gorman@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 9:21 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our curren_t net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
James Gorman 
Fort Myers, FL 33908 
jimg.gorman@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

flayrisse@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Francisco Layrisse 
<flayrisse@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 1 :05 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Francisco Layrisse 
Miami, FL 33155 
flayrisse@gmail .com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

rich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of RICH HEIDORN <rich@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:17 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
RICH HEIDORN 
Valrico, FL 33596 
rich@heidornfam.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

stvloken@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Loken 
<stvloken@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:45 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

I currently do not use net metering at my home, but I understand the importance of keeping the rules as they are now. 
In order to encourage solar I am willing to pay extra if it subsidizes others. 
Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Steve Loken 
Destin, FL 32541 
stvloken@yahoo.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Jagneshinson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janie Hinson 
<Jagneshinson@everyactioncustom.com> 
Friday, September 18, 2020 12:46 AM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
I support Solar Choice in the Sunshine State - Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald Polmann, 

As we struggle with a global pandemic, an economic crisis, and an active hurricane season, it is not the time to create 
more uncertainty by signaling a change in solar policies that are helping to make our state a leader in clean solar power 
and providing good paying local jobs. 

At the start of 2020, Florida was ranked 4th in the nation for solar energy production, employing thousands of people and 
powering the Sunshine State with clean, affordable, homegrown energy. The economic downturn has already put many of 
these jobs and future solar development at risk - we don't need sudden regulatory changes in solar policies to create even 
more uncertainty here in Florida. 

Our current net metering rule allows a number of Floridians to grow a segment of the solar market by choosing to power 
their homes and businesses with Florida's number one natural resource, sunshine. Florida citizens and customers 
overwhelmingly support the current successful net metering policy allowing compensation for the solar energy they 
generate and provide to the electricity grid. 

Please protect the opportunity for business and homeowners to generate clean solar power and support local jobs by 
preserving our successful net metering rules here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Janie Hinson 
Yankeetown, FL 34498 
Jagneshinson@gmail.com 
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From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

t3c3lee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Connie Lee 
<t3c31ee@everyactioncustom.com> 
Thursday, September 17, 2020 5: 19 PM 
Office of Commissioner Polmann 
Protect our solar rights! Docket: 2020-0000 

Dear Commissioner Donald J. Polmann, 

The middle of a public health and economic crisis is not the time to create more uncertainty by making changes to solar 
rights that will hurt jobs and take money out of people's pockets. 

Before COVID-19, the Sunshine state produced the 4th most electricity from solar panels in the country, and employed 
over 12,000 people. Before this crisis began, "solar installer" was the fastest growing job in the country, and our industry 
employed 250,000 people. The COVID-19 crisis could put half, 125,000, of these jobs at risk in communities across the 
United States. Florida has already lost 22% of its workforce due to economic uncertainty, and this could get worse. 

People and businesses across the state rely on common sense solar policies to take control of their own energy, and 
choose how they power their lives. 

Solar panels and batteries contribute to the resilience of the electric grid. As we enter hurricane season, Floridians need 
more tools - not less - in order to weather all the storms that are coming our way. 

Please defend solar workers, business owners, and homeowners from additional uncertainty by preserving net metering 
here in Florida. 

Sincerely, 
Connie Lee 
9915 SW 170th St Archer, FL 32618 
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